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Bowling Green State University
EVENTS ARE PLANNED

KIWIANI CONVENE

"Meeting Inspires"

The Convention was the most unusual women's meeting which I have ever attended," said Judge Landis in speaking of the Kiwanis Convention held at Washington, D. C. through the week of July 21-25.

The theme of the Convention, he stated, was the development of an intelligent, aggressive, and more serviceable citizenship in our communities. Each meeting served to enlarge and develop this theme.

Will Durant, and Rose Falken-son, well-known writers, were among the speakers. Those who attended also heard the hour of Prime Minister Roosevelt when given the first White House steps.

Toours to the beautiful Arlington Cemetery across the Potomac and to historic Mt. Vernon figured in the Convention program. At Arlington the Kiwanians paid tribute to the unknown soldier whose grave lies before the Greek amphitheater这里是旧打落的河

Even the musical program brought out the historical and patriotic themes. "Mt. Vernon Memorials" was the musical program of U. S. history.

STUDENTS ARE GUESTS AT RIVER ROUGE FORD PLANT

Professor Powell, with many of his students and friends took a very worthwhile trip to the River Rouge plant of the Ford Motor Company at Dearborn, Michigan, last Wednesday. Several persons were in this party including: Russell Conger, Fred Huffman, Howard Plotz, Allen Plotz, Rinald Hoopes, Vernon Marshall, Ferdinand Ball, Verlin Kaltenthaler, Frank Kuhlman, Alene Grundish, Virginia New, George Morse and wives, Harry Hawkins and wife, and late but not least Professor E. C. Powell.

Each year more people are becoming aware of the excellent opportunities offered by the River Rouge Plant. Next in proximity to Bee Gee, and the sightseeing and courteous treatment afforded those who go through the plant. Several tours were in this party including: Russell Conger, Fred Huffman, Howard Plotz, Allen Plotz, Rinald Hoopes, Vernon Marshall, Ferdinand Ball, Verlin Kaltenthaler, Frank Kuhlman, Alene Grundish, Virginia New, George Morse and wives, Harry Hawkins and wife, and late but not least Professor E. C. Powell.
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WANTED A GROOM

This is a disgraceful situation! Here is a fair young lady offering herself for marriage and not a man brave enough to answer the call! I wish I could offer myself for a bridge room, but I fear I cannot as I would be a burden to her. (Personally, financially, I owe about so much money that I am sure my wife has to back up two or three thousand dollars.)

But change that comes hastily will be more or less inevitable, and no matter what you do will make no great difference. Whatever changes in the social order you may make or introduce would be a mere shell of change.

Men, meet the situation. Show the people that you are fighting for. You must not ride rough-shod over the needs and desires of others. You are not mistaken about these gross, cruel, and devastating injustices which fill our eyes with wrath. People more than them you think. And so, with glacier-like movement, the injustices are ground down.

The changes that have come to the world in my life have been nothing more than change. I think the changes in your life will come with a gradual and slow process. The changes are not in the Bobwhite complex of the latter day. The unethical pursuits of the former day will have to back up two or three thousand dollars.
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SKOL SCROLLS

Oh, we're sooo sleepy! The Skool Scroll is on its way to "Fourth" and now it is populated with a droopy eyed group of yawning editors. We are planning days to "catch up" and will be ready for action.

By the way, action is what we advocate to cure summer school boredom. We've kept rememberer that we are here just because a certain number of credits are required, the summer can't help but be long, hot, and drag. But it is not credits that we are working for, it's a development of personality, a full-fledged emancipation of stimulating friendships. If we put all our enthusiasm into these few weeks of work, we'll find we have enough vitality to see through it with a flourish!

Have our sensitises forgotten the old adage—"a rolling stone gathers no moss"? It seems they have, for such aドラvingness of such a moving household goods, as has occurred lately and is going to occur would indicate it. Perhaps, though, these organizations are thinking from the standpoint of view, that if a house moves not to get in a run away (lit. catch up) with their future worthwhile activities, and if there is an abundance of them, we'll find that the latter is true.

—CECILIA MCCRATY

Shatzel

We have a philosopher of some repute, who is perfectly sincere in disputing Henry Drummond's idea of the greatest good a person can do. Helen Asmus, our new philosopher tells the world that society is the end of human nature. They guarantee to please.

There was a handsome (? ) gentleman (-?) in the dorm the other day. He came to visit Margaret Yocom, our faculty advisor, escorted over to Emerson for a picnic. Perhaps a better nomenclature would be a "combination salad of a hot dog roll and a marshmallow taco". You know the kind of fun which to refer.

As we took advantage of the back of the Administration building. We hope the alumni give us a chance to be round about Shatzel. She's got a system technique that all we envy.

The thanks of Shatzel Hall girls goes to Mrs. Reynolds for the considerate protection she gives. It's a real mother to us and we do appreciate the many opportunities to do what she thinks will make us happy. Thanks, Mrs. Reynolds.

FIVE SISTERS

The Fires are glad to see so many members backs. Our hope we can get together often.

We had an impromptu picnic Thursday at the Riverby golf club. Swimming, golfing, and dancing were the main events aside of the snoring of "Jack".

And now for the chater—Marty still thinks she can make the specialty of all from house in five minutes flat. You'll have to pile out earlier, Marty. My English is going from formation, you can hear us. "Pungs" and Art are still holding hands. Dorothy and Mary are really planning at their stories. Barbee and Harry are golfing (if one would care to call it that).

We planning to hold meetings this summer so all members please watch the bulletin board. We hope the alumni members especially will come.

Wise or Otherwise

In recent examinations, Wal- dorf College freshmen won some recognition in intellectual spurt through the following statements of fact.

Dido means "the same" and is usually represented by Dido marks.

Dido Unfortunately defeated, while drowning in the Gulf of Legea.

A pokel is the way people talk to each other in the Alps. Rural life is found mostly in the country.

Romeo and Juliet are an ex-

—The Cornell Daily Sun

FLEET WING

Matt's Oil Maidening

THE PEARL OIL CO.

Phone 450

3 Kay Kapers

SHATZEL

We have, in Shatzel Hall, two very young and skilled tennis players. They are looking for some one to play against in a tourney. Can't some of you better players on our campus help us out. She is very athletic and Marie Bedell in room 19 is the dorm. They'll show you a real game.

For goodness sakes, let's have some better people see this and want to join. The girls of Shatzel Hall are all for it. However, let's not have anyone tell the orchestra to slow down. Let them play as they please. None of us are crippled. We can dance as fast as they can play.

Our bouquet today goes to Dr. Carmichael in appreciation of his humanism and understanding. He never forgets to have a young maiden there. That's the most that can be said of anyone.

Also our hats are off today to Miss Yocom—one of the best sports on the campus. You have that confidence level the men go-round at Otsego. She has a system technique that all we envy.

The thanks of Shatzel Hall girls goes to Mrs. Reynolds for the considerate protection she gives. It's a real mother to us and we do appreciate the many opportunities to do what she thinks will make us happy. Thanks, Mrs. Reynolds.

Why

Was Dr. Shrouder so anxious to thoroughly discredit the speaker of last assembly—professional jealousy?

There was such a large group at Emerson last Wednesday evening.

Did those two girls have to sneak in to Williams Hall via the back door last Thursday night?

Mice or Men

Are we mice or are we men? Which are we, charlatans or are we the Chrysalis? Even a worm can turn so why can't we?

Was at Emerson Parliament with all the arguments you can muster. Put down the prolatar-iat or put 'em up. The resolution is Resolved that: Concess- ions be erected in the circle in front of the Administration building by students working there for a better social act.

GIBSON'S HOME RESTAURANT

25c LUNCH SERVED

Real Home Made Chili 10c

GIBSON'S HOME RESTAURANT

121 N. Main St.

COOL OFF

at our fountain with a fresh Lime or Lemonade, or a rich creamy Soda for only a dime.

A. D. G. Q. C.

THE CLA-ZEL

WED., THURS. - FRI.

2-9-10

Open 2:15 Sun.

"SAN FRANCISCO"

SUN.-MON. July 12-13

Open 2:15 Sun.

"SAN FRANCISCO"

Open 2:15 Sun.

A. M. MERKEL

"WE WANT TO COLLEGE"

Labeys Sweet Shop

"Rendezvous of Collegians"

MUNSINGWEAR UNDIES

$5c to 75c

Ask for "Munsingwear" panties, briefs, stepins, vests and combinations. Complete line of sizes in flesh and combinations. Complete line of sizes in flesh and combinations.
The tennis courts over at the St. John's gym don't seem to be getting the use that they rightfully deserve. A regular employee there talked to me in her rush to get out of the room when the professor dismissed you. Do you look at your unclean gym in your eye? She is probably enrolled in the 11:00 o'clock swimming class at the city pool—a class which has uncovered a surprising amount of swimming ability among our co-eds. The class work in fact, shows a great deal of variety. The girls are learning to swim, and dive—and most week the instructor decided to add ice-skating to the curriculum. Miss Purdy and Miss Elizabeth Frost have charge of the class which includes 51 girls. Miss Frost will also give private lessons from 12 to 1 and from 5 to 6.

H. L. H.

Folk Dancing

A crowd of summer students filled Gymnasium C last week Tuesday evening—all anxiously following the rollicking folk-dance groups to be held Wednesday evening throughout the summer session. Both ladies and gentlemen sweated to the beat of some quixotic old May Queen who seemed to be one of those rousing outcasts. He sang them to the right of him, to the left of him and others in special groups. He managed to pick up a few scratches while running around the room which kept the crowd in extra trim. Yoder was replaced by his knee being turned inside out and twisted. In no way does this Schaller bunch plan to lose the new crowd they meet this term. It's a real old feud.

In the other game Hawkins won over Van Atta's boys 14-6. Very lose playing was a feature of this game. Was we shall find at the top of the list next week.

We haven't lived as long as we hope to exist and we are not as old as some we know but, are the same time, we find that we can learn something almost everybody we meet.

The trouble with reformers is that two of them so rarely change—now wouldn't you? Don't you ever feel like playing? But honestly these nine boys were whopping it up. I don't think it was "tiny garments" but she seemed in such an awful hurry—even Hitler's massacres failed to interrupt the knitting and purling—too bad—she seemed nice otherwise—wonder who she cannam be anyway. As you can see from the same speech here two years ago. You'd think times would change—now wouldn't you? Don't you ever feel like playing—during a pause I looked around me and found a girl beside me looking very, very bored—she told me later that she had heard the lady give the same speech here two years ago. You'd think times would change—now wouldn't you? Don't you ever feel like playing?

FRED HALE

170 South 3rd Street

Oldest News Stand in town

Bicycle Tires Parts Accessories

P. L. BINKLEY

242 South Main Street

BOB HULL

115 E. Court

Makes, Sells, and Cleans clothes

DURING JULY $3.00 Duquet Permanent

$3.50 VANITY SHOP

See us for your mechanical troubles.

WATSON AUTO SERVICE

244 N. Main St.